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ABSTRACT
Background The American College of Surgeons
Resources for Optimal Care of the Injured Patient
recommends using hypotension, defined as systolic blood
pressure ≤90 mm Hg, as an indicator of a full team
trauma activation. We hypothesized that an elevated
shock index (SI) predicts significant traumatic injuries
better than hypotension alone.
Methods This is a retrospective cohort study analyzing
full team trauma activations between February 2018 and
January 2020, excluding transfers and those who had
missing values for prehospital blood pressure or heart
rate. We reviewed patients’ demographics, prehospital
and emergency department vitals, injury pattern, need for
operation, and clinical outcomes. The primary outcome
was rate of significant injury defined as identified injured
liver, spleen, or kidney, pelvis fracture, long bone fracture,
significant extremity soft tissue damage, hemothorax, or
pneumothorax.
Results Among 544 patients, 82 (15.1%) had
prehospital hypotension and 492 had normal blood
pressure. Of the patients with prehospital hypotension,
34 (41.5%) had a significant injury. There was no
difference in age, gender, medical history, or injury
pattern between the two groups. There was no difference
between the two groups in rate of serious injury (41.5%
vs. 46.1%, NS), need for emergent operation (31.7%
vs. 28.1%, NS) or death (20.7% vs. 18.8%, NS). On the
other hand, SI ≥1 was associated with increased rate of
serious injury (54.6% vs. 43.4%, p=0.04). On a logistic
regression analysis, prehospital hypotension was not
associated with significant injury or need for emergent
operation (OR 0.83, 95% CI 0.51 to 1.33 and OR 1.32,
95% CI 0.79 to 2.25, respectively). SI ≥1 was associated
with both increased odds of significant injury and need
for emergent operation (OR 1.57, 95% CI 1.01 to 2.44
and OR 1.64, 95% CI 1.01 to 2.66).
Discussion SI was a better indicator and could replace
hypotension to better categorize and triage patients in
need of higher level of care.
Level of evidence Prognostic and epidemiologic, level
III.

INTRODUCTION

Appropriate triage is an essential element of the
early resuscitation of the injured patient. Triage
criteria of injured patients are well established and
governed by the American College of Surgeons
Committee on Trauma (ACS-COT).1 Current triage
criteria are based on mechanism, physiology, and

anatomic factors. Patients are typically triaged
per tiered response system aimed at establishing a
balance between optimizing patients’ outcomes and
the utilization of trauma system resources. Additionally, providers may activate the highest tier trauma
response based on their discretion and dynamic
clinical judgement. Hypotension remains the most
clinically relevant factor to consider when triaging
an injured patient and evaluating for a potential
hemorrhagic injury. It is defined by the COT as the
presence of systolic blood pressure (SBP) measurement of less than 90 mm Hg at any time. Several
studies have shown a correlation between hypotension and outcomes in trauma patients. Seamon et
al notably demonstrated that even one episode of
hypotension during resuscitation was significantly
associated with a need for operative intervention.2
Others also showed that prehospital hypotension
was associated with an increased injury severity,
measured by Injury Severity Score (ISS), and need
for transfusions.3 4
There are several conceptual and practical limitations to relying primarily on hypotension as the
primary physiological metric for full trauma team
activation. A cut-off of 90 mm Hg has been chosen
arbitrarily and blood pressure (BP) measurements
are not the same for all age groups.5 The use of any
static cut-off for a continuous measurement that
varies across age groups will de facto place patients
at risk for overtriage and undertriage. Patients with
chronic medical conditions, such as cirrhosis, renal
failure, or congestive heart failure, could present
with a hypotension that is not related to injury.
Similar presentation could be observed in those
who are on antihypertensive medication regimens.
Normotensive patients are not without a high risk
of significant injury, either.6 Additionally, there is
variability between automatic BP and manual BP
measurement, as well as several human factors
that result in possible inaccurate measurements.7 8
We anecdotally observed an overtriage of trauma
patients at our institution as a result of using hypotension alone as an activation criterion. This, specifically, becomes a concern in trauma systems with
limited resources.
Shock index (SI) has been proposed as an alternative metric for assessing the physiological response
to hemorrhage.9 SI is calculated as the heart rate
divided by SBP with values of 1 or above considered to be abnormal. SI accounts for the compensatory tachycardia seen in class II hemorrhagic shock
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METHODS

Figure 1 Flow diagram of selecting the analytic sample.
prior to the development of hypotension. King et al identified a
cut-off of SI >0.83 as a marker for significant injury,10 whereas
Mutschler et al proposed a redefinition of hypovolemic shock
where SI >1 more accurately represented a class III shock.11 12
Table 1 Characteristics and outcomes of patients with and without
prehospital hypotension
Hypotensive
(n=82)

Normotensive
(n=462)

P value

SBP (mm Hg, mean)

80±9

138±30

<0.001

Age (years, mean)

51.7±18.8

51.3±20.8

NS

Gender (male)

51 (62.2%)

326 (70.6%)

NS

Penetrating mechanism

14 (17.7%)

62 (13.4%)

NS

4 (4.9%)

7 (1.5%)

NS

 CHF

1 (1.2%)

15 (3.3%)

NS

 CKD/dialysis

2 (2.4%)

3 (0.7%)

NS

 Cirrhosis

1 (1.2%)

7 (1.5%)

NS

Tourniquet use
Medical history

 Hypertension

 

33 (40.2%)

163 (35.3%)

NS

52 (11.3%)

NS

 Diabetes

6 (7.3%)

 Myocardial ischemia

2 (2.4%)

6 (1.3%)

NS

 Dementia

2 (2.4%)

19 (4.1%)

NS

 Alcohol abuse

12 (14.6%)

75 (16.2%)

NS

 Drug abuse

12 (14.6%)

78 (16.9%)

NS

 Steroid use

1 (1.2%)

12 (2.6%)

NS

ED hypotension

33 (40.2%)

70 (15.3%)

0.001

SI >1

50 (61%)

47 (10.1%)

Significant injury

34 (41.5%)

213 (46.1%)

Transfusion (24 h)

36 (45.2%)

158 (38.9%)

NS

Death in ED

11 (13.4%)

33 (7.1%)

NS

Emergent operation*

26 (36.6%)

130 (30.3%)

NS

In-h ospital mortality*

17 (20.7%)

87 (18.8%)

NS

ISS (median, IQR)

13 (5–22)

17 (9–26)

NS

 ISS >16

35 (42.7%)

245 (53.2%)

NS

0.001
NS

RESULTS

*Rates in patients who survived in the ED.
CHF, congestive heart failure; CKD, chronic kidney disease; ED, emergency department; ISS, Injury
Severity Score; ; NS, not significant; SBP, systolic blood pressure; SI, shock index.
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This is a retrospective cohort study that aims to investigate association between prehospital hypotension or elevated SI with
significant traumatic injuries, as a justification for the full trauma
team activation at our level 1 trauma center. We reviewed our
trauma registry to identify adult patients who were evaluated for
full trauma team activation (level A) between February 2018 and
January 2020. We excluded patients who were transferred from
another institution, and those with missing values of prehospital
BP or HR. After constructing the study concept, we obtained an
Institutional Review Board approval prior to collecting the data,
in accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964
Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments and in compliance of local state law.
We were interested in association of the physiological metrics
with presence of a serious hemorrhagic injury. We identified
this as a composite outcome of liver injury, splenic injury, pelvic
fracture, long bone fracture, significant soft tissue injury that
is associated with blood loss or needs operative intervention,
hemothorax, or pneumothorax. The presence of at least one
of these injuries was considered an occurrence of the outcome.
Prehospital hypotension was defined as any SBP of 90 mm Hg
or less, as per COT guidelines and our hospital triage criteria.
SI was calculated and patients were categorized as either having
an SI ≥1 or SI <1. Our secondary outcomes were: the need
for emergent operation, the need for transfusion in the first 24
hours, death in the emergency department (ED) and in-hospital
mortality. We also performed a stratified analysis to account for
BP measurements in the ED.
Descriptive data are presented as frequencies for categorical variables, means for parametric continuous variables, and
medians for non-parametric continuous variables. We applied
Pearson’s χ2 test with Fisher’s exact test for sparse values to test
independence for categorical data. Parametric continuous data
were compared using Student’s t-test. Non-parametric data were
analyzed using Mann-Whitney test. Univariate logistic regression analyses were performed to obtain ORs of outcomes with
hypotension or elevated SI. Since hypotension alone satisfies
full trauma team activation per COT guidelines, we did not
perform a multivariable logistic regression. Instead, stepwise
logistic regression analyses were conducted to identify factors
that are associated with our primary outcome, the need of transfusion, or ISS ≥16. Receiver operating characteristic analysis
was performed to assess predictability of the different predictors
(hypotension, elevated SI, and the identified predicting models)
with outcomes. Significance was set at α=0.05. We completed all
analyses using Stata/SE statistical software V.14.0 for Windows
V.10, copyright 1985–2015 StataCorp, College Station, Texas,
USA.

We identified 1032 patients who were evaluated at our ED
for full trauma team-level trauma activation. After excluding
transferred patients and those with missing values, our analytic
sample was composed of 544 patients (figure 1). Of those,
82 had prehospital hypotension and 462 were normotensive,
whereas 247 (45.4%) had a significant injury, as defined by our
composite outcome.
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SI <1 (n=447)

P value

Prehospital hypotension

SI >1 (n=97)
50 (51.6%)

32 (7.2%)

<0.001

Significant injury

53 (54.6%)

194 (43.4%)

0.04

Transfusion (24 h)

60 (63.8%)

134 (34.1%)

<0.001

Death in ED

13 (13.4%)

31 (6.9%)

0.04

Emergent operation*

34 (35.1%)

122 (27.3%)

In-hospital mortality*

23 (23.7%)

81 (18.1%)

0.04
NS

*Rates in patients who survived in the ED.
ED, emergency department; NS, not significant.

Association of hypotension with significant injury

We did not observe significant differences between those who
had prehospital hypotension or were normotensive in demographics, mechanism, or medical history (table 1). Patients with
prehospital hypotension were more likely to remain hypotensive
in ED and more likely to have a prehospital SI ≥1. However,
there was no statistically significant association between prehospital hypotension and presence of a significant injury (41.5%
vs. 46.1%, OR 0.83, 95% CI 0.51 to 1.33, NS), or need for
transfusion (45.2% vs. 38.9%, NS). In those who survived the
ED phase, prehospital hypotension was not associated with the
need for emergent operation (OR 1.33, 95% CI 0.79 to 2.25)
or mortality (OR 0.64, 95% CI 0.27 to 1.55). There was also
no difference in ISS between the two groups. Using hypotension
to trigger the full trauma team activation was associated with a
high overtriage rate as evident with the rate of patients with ISS
<16 (57.3%).

Association of SI with significant injury

Prehospital SI higher than 1 was associated with a higher rate of
significant injury (54.6% vs. 43.4%, OR 1.57, 95% CI 1.01 to
2.44, p=0.04), need for transfusion, death in ED, and need for
emergent operation if the patient survived in ED (OR 1.64, 95%
CI 1.01 to 2.66) (table 2). There was no difference in in-hospital
mortality (OR 0.99, 95% CI 0.48 to 2.03).
We also performed a receiver operating characteristic analysis.
Prehospital SI outperformed hypotension alone in predicting
significant injury and need for transfusion. However, the difference was only significant for transfusion (p=0.0001) (figure 2).

Stratified analysis

We performed a stratified analysis to further identify presence
of injury in a combination of scenarios. We found that elevated
prehospital SI was specifically predictive of significant injury in
those who were normotensive in the prehospital settings. In this
population, the rate of significant injury was 61.7% in patients
with elevated SI compared with 44.3% in those with an SI <1
(p=0.03). Although the rate was also higher in the subgroup of
patients with prehospital hypotension, it did not reach statistical significance (48% vs. 31.3%, NS). Similarly, hypotension
in the ED was specifically associated with significant injury in
the patients who had normal prehospital SBP (58.6% vs. 40.7%,
p=0.02).

Predictive models

To explore which combinations of factors were most predictive
of presence of our composite outcome of significant injuries, the
need for transfusion, or having an overall severe injury (defined
by ISS ≥16), we performed stepwise logistic regression for each
of these outcomes using patients’ demographics, injury patterns,
and physiological metrics. All three models showed elevated
prehospital SI to be predictive of presence of injury, need for
transfusion, and ISS ≥16. On the other hand, prehospital hypotension was negatively associated with these outcomes (table 3).
Each of the three models had a greater area under the curve
compared with the use of a single metric alone—hypotension or
elevated SI (figure 3).

DISCUSSION

Our results show that prehospital hypotension alone was not
predictive of presence of a significant injury, need for transfusion, need for emergent operation, or mortality. In contrast,
an elevated prehospital SI was associated with these outcomes,
overall and specifically in patients who were normotensive in the
prehospital settings. Our analysis also demonstrated that a single
physiological metric was a poor predictor of injuries and meaningful clinical outcomes when compared with more complex
models combining injury patterns, patient’s demographics and
physiological metrics.
A tiered response to injured patients achieves a balance
between delivering optimal and timely care and reducing strain
on the trauma center resources. The COT triage criteria were

Figure 2 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves comparing hypotension and elevated shock index (SI) for (A) presence of a significant injury
and (B) the need for transfusion.
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Models

OR

95% CI

 Prehospital hypotension

0.40

0.19 to 0.81

 
Prehospital SI >1

2.01

1.02 to 3.98

 Age

0.98

0.97 to 0.99

 Penetrating trauma

0.31

0.15 to 0.62

 Alcohol use

0.48

0.26 to 0.88

 Prehospital hypotension

0.28

0.13 to 0.63

 
Prehospital SI >1

5.14

2.49 to 10.60

 Age

1.01

1.01 to 1.03

 ED hypotension

3.84

2.14 to 6.89

Prehospital hypotension

0.28

0.13 to 0.60

 
Prehospital SI >1

3.10

1.53 to 6.25

 Male gender

1.93

1.19 to 3.12

 Penetrating trauma

0.24

0.11 to 0.48

 ED hypotension

1.87

1.07 to 3.27

Model for injury

Model for transfusion

 Model for ISS ≥16

ED, emergency department; ISS, Injury Severity Score; SI, shock index.

established to minimize overtriage without increasing undertriage, nor compromising the safety or outcomes of trauma
patients.13 The criteria use injury mechanism, anatomic characteristics of injury, and physiological parameters to individually
trigger different levels of trauma team activations. Hypotension,
defined as SBP of 90 mm Hg or below, has been used as the
sole physiological parameter to prompt the full trauma team
activation.1 Full trauma team activation adds more personnel to
the response trauma team, as well as additional timely services
provided by ancillary teams, such as respiratory therapies,
radiology technologists, and so on. Unnecessary activation of full
trauma team could result in disruption of the workflow of these
teams in other hospital settings and adds a burden to healthcare systems with limited resources. Prehospital hypotension
has a high sensitivity for suspecting a significant hemorrhagic
injury,4 6 and several early studies showed an association with
operative intervention and admission to an intensive care unit.3 14
However, it is possible that these findings are confounded by
the widespread reliance of SBP <90 mm Hg as an indication
for emergent intervention. Seamon et al suggested that a single
episode of hypotension during resuscitation was associated with

need for operative intervention and intensive care unit admission.2 However, our study adds to the other body of literature
that challenges these associations.
There are several conceptual and practical limitations to
relying primarily on hypotension as a physiological metric, especially when an isolated episode is considered adequate to initiate
full trauma team activation. Hypotension alone is not always
an accurate metric to predict outcome.15 Several authors have
suggested that the arbitrary cut-off of 90 mm Hg is not accurate,
and possibly not sensitive enough to predict significant injury5 as
normotensive patients are not without a high risk of significant
injury, either.6 16 Hypotension remains a single measurement in
a complex disease process. There is a variability between automatic BP measurement and manual BP, as well as several human
factors that result in possible inaccurate measurements.7 8 17 In
elderly patients with complex medical problems, hypotension
is occasionally the cause of the hypotension episode on initial
evaluation and simultaneously responsible for the injury, not
the result of it. We anecdotally observed an overtriage of similar
trauma patients at our institution as a result of using hypotension alone as an activation criterion. We noticeably encountered
this in older patients with multiple comorbidities and complex
preinjury polypharmacy regimens. Overtriage of patients with
single episode of hypotension was also seen in patients with
long prehospital transport time or transferred patients who were
normotensive by time of arrival to our trauma center. When
trauma team culture prioritizes protocol over critical analysis,
we may encourage an overuse of unjustified therapy, and simultaneously disregard shock as it evolves before us.18
In our study, hypotension failed to predict presence of a significant injury or need for life-saving interventions. SI performed
better than hypotension, being associated with 57% higher odds
of significant injury and 64% higher odds of need for emergent operation. Interestingly, the association between SI and
our primary outcome was especially strong in patients who
were normotensive, which supports studies that have proposed
raising the cut-off for hypotension to 105 or 110 mm Hg.2 19
This raises the concern that some ‘normotensive’ patients may
not be appropriately triaged with full trauma team activation
despite having significant injuries that otherwise could have been
identified using the SI. We acknowledge that proposing a change
in a long-standing definition would be practically challenging,
specifically when extending such recommendations to a large
number of seasoned trauma providers and prehospital emergency services personnel in a complex trauma system. However,
our results support the use of SI as a supplementary measure to

Figure 3 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for stepwise logistic regression models for significant injury, need for transfusion, and Injury
Severity Score (ISS) ≥16.
4
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, though prehospital hypotension is an important
criterion for full trauma team activation, our results suggest
that elevated prehospital SI may outperform hypotension alone
for the prediction of significant injury and need for emergent
intervention. The ACS-COT should consider replacing hypotension with SI as the physiological metric to activate highest
tier trauma response. Additionally, we suggest using elevated
SI as an additional screening tool in patients who do not meet
current ACS physiological criteria to decrease undertriage. It
is more predictive of injury and can be calculated quickly by
prehospital personnel and repeated by other trauma providers
in the ED. An isolated physiological metric is not adequate as
injury is often complex and multifactorial and a combination
of different metrics, including physiological, anatomic, demographic metrics, in addition to mechanism is probably needed.
This could be close to reality with recent advances in artificial
intelligence and portable technologies.26 This has major implications on best utilization of regional trauma systems and hospitals,

as well as when generalizing recommendations to other countries and regions with variable resources, where individualized
criteria are likely to have a stronger impact. Future prospective
investigations, such as pretriage and post-triage protocol adjustments, as well as a cost-effectiveness analysis of such adjustment
should address some of the limitations in our study and provide
further insight into the full benefits of modifying trauma triage
criteria.
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